
Five women are actively involved in a philanthropy dinner. Your challenge is to determine the amount donated by each woman.

Dress: green, orange, pink, white, yellow

Name: Felicia, Irene, Julia, Regina, Tiffany

Donation: $30,000, $50,000, $60,000, $70,000, $80,000

Cocktail: cosmopolitan, manhattan, moscow mule, negroni, old

fashioned

Necklace: diamond, garnet, sapphire, topaz, turquoise

Bank: Bermuda, Cayman Islands, Luxembourg, Panama,

Switzerland

Felicia is the guest who is drinking a Manhattan cocktail.

The woman who contributed $70,000 is seated next to the

woman wearing the Garnet necklace.

The woman who banks in Bermuda is somewhere to the

right of the woman in the Orange dress.

The person with the Turquoise necklace is seated next to

the individual who banks in the Bern.

The lady who donated $60,000 is next to the lady in the

White dress.

The person wearing the Sapphire necklace is next to the

person who donated $80,000.

The guest who banks in Central America sits somewhere

between the person wearing the Sapphire necklace and the

guest who uses a bank in Switzerland, in that order.

The guest wearing the Diamond necklace is seated next to

Tiffany.

The guest who prefers a Moscow Mule as her cocktail is

seated next to Irene.

Tiffany is positioned at position 4.

The person drinking the Negroni cocktail is next to the

person wearing the Turquoise necklace.

The woman named Regina is seated next to Irene.

The woman who banks in the Cayman Islands is seated

next to the woman wearing the Garnet necklace.

The guest drinking an Old Fashioned cocktail is positioned

somewhere between the lady wearing a Yellow dress and

the guest drinking a Cosmopolitan, in that order.

The person wearing the Topaz necklace is somewhere to

the right of the person in the Orange dress.

The woman drinking the Negroni cocktail is between the

person who donated $70,000 and the woman who banks in

Bermuda, in that order.

The guest who banks in Panama is seated next to the

individual who banks in Bermuda.

The woman wearing the Turquoise necklace is seated next

to the woman who made the smallest donation.

The woman in the Orange dress is seated next to Tiffany.

The person in the Pink dress is seated next to the person

who donated $50,000.

The guest banking in the Cayman Islands is immediately

before the guest who is sipping on a Moscow Mule cocktail.

The person who donated $70,000 is seated next to the

person in the Pink dress.
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Five women are actively involved in a philanthropy dinner. Your challenge is to determine the amount donated by each woman.

Dress: green, orange, pink, white, yellow

Name: Felicia, Irene, Julia, Regina, Tiffany

Donation: $30,000, $50,000, $60,000, $70,000, $80,000

Cocktail: cosmopolitan, manhattan, moscow mule, negroni, old

fashioned

Necklace: diamond, garnet, sapphire, topaz, turquoise

Bank: Bermuda, Cayman Islands, Luxembourg, Panama,

Switzerland

Felicia is the guest who is drinking a Manhattan cocktail.

The woman who contributed $70,000 is seated next to the

woman wearing the Garnet necklace.

The woman who banks in Bermuda is somewhere to the

right of the woman in the Orange dress.

The person with the Turquoise necklace is seated next to

the individual who banks in the Bern.

The lady who donated $60,000 is next to the lady in the

White dress.

The person wearing the Sapphire necklace is next to the

person who donated $80,000.

The guest who banks in Central America sits somewhere

between the person wearing the Sapphire necklace and the

guest who uses a bank in Switzerland, in that order.

The guest wearing the Diamond necklace is seated next to

Tiffany.

The guest who prefers a Moscow Mule as her cocktail is

seated next to Irene.

Tiffany is positioned at position 4.

The person drinking the Negroni cocktail is next to the

person wearing the Turquoise necklace.

The woman named Regina is seated next to Irene.

The woman who banks in the Cayman Islands is seated

next to the woman wearing the Garnet necklace.

The guest drinking an Old Fashioned cocktail is positioned

somewhere between the lady wearing a Yellow dress and

the guest drinking a Cosmopolitan, in that order.

The person wearing the Topaz necklace is somewhere to

the right of the person in the Orange dress.

The woman drinking the Negroni cocktail is between the

person who donated $70,000 and the woman who banks in

Bermuda, in that order.

The guest who banks in Panama is seated next to the

individual who banks in Bermuda.

The woman wearing the Turquoise necklace is seated next

to the woman who made the smallest donation.

The woman in the Orange dress is seated next to Tiffany.

The person in the Pink dress is seated next to the person

who donated $50,000.

The guest banking in the Cayman Islands is immediately

before the guest who is sipping on a Moscow Mule cocktail.

The person who donated $70,000 is seated next to the

person in the Pink dress.
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Guest #1 Guest #2 Guest #3 Guest #4 Guest #5

Dress ye��ow pink orange gr��n whi��

Name Felicia Regina I���� Ti��any J��ia

Donation $70,000 $80,000 $50,000 $60,000 $30,000

Cocktail manha��an moscow mu�� ��groni old fashio��d cosmopolitan

Necklace sapphi�� gar��t diamond turquoi�� topaz

Bank Cayman I��ands Luxembourg Panama Bermuda Switze��and
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